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Heritage, wine and senses.
Four wine regions with World
Heritage Sites listed by UNESCO and
linked by wine and cultural heritage
come together to build a unique
tourist product: Wine & Senses.

South Moravia

Mád/Tokaj
Cinque Terre
Duero Douro

Find out more:
wineandsenses.informamuse.com

& senses

Live a unique sensorial experience
visiting the Wine and Senses Routes
in Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Czech
Republic and Italy; discover their
territory, explore their history, wines,
traditions and ways of life...
Wine and Senses: tasting heritage

Cinque Terre

Mád/Tokaj

The Ligurian coast has an exceptional
landscape formed of terraces of vineyards and
stone walls facing the sea that still maintains
its traditional way of life.
Cinque Terre were listed as UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 1997 to preserve a
cultural heritage and a landscape where the
harmonious interaction between man and
nature gave birth to special wines famous all
across Europe since the 15th century.

The Tokaj region, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site since 2002, boasts one of the world’s
most unique terroirs that gives exceptional
dry and sweet wines, mostly based on the
leading local grape, Furmint. With over 1/6
of the region’s vineyards in its outskirts,
the village of Mád is a major centre of
production where winemakers of the Mád
Circle Association strive to create a style and
quality of wines that is unique to this locality.

(Italy)

(Hungary)

Don´t miss it!

Don´t miss it!

Duero Douro
(Spain/Portugal)

2 countries, Spain and Portugal, crossed
by the Douro River, that flows for more
than 850 km. A unique and rich territory
with more than 14,000 heritage elements,
spaces listed as World Heritage by
UNESCO, more than 85,000 hectares
of vineyards, 10 wine designations of
origin, more than 600 wineries, more
than 300,000 hectares protected by
Natura 2000 Network, the largest
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in Europe…
Don´t miss it!

South Moravia
(Czech Republic)

Situated in the southeast of the
Czech Republic not far from Brno, the
historical capital city of the Margraviate
of Moravia, the district of Znojmo
and Břeclav covers almost half of the
total area of Czech vineyards with
everal protected areas linked to wine
production defining exceptional cultural
landscapes such as those of the Podyjí
National Park, Pálava and LedniceValtice declared World Heritage.
Don´t miss it!

